in septic cases is probably sometimes in being even before an operation is commenced.
One can therefore conclude that the chief factors in post-operative "shock " are exhaustion, haemorrhage, and the resulting anaemia, while the work of others suggests cold and toxic absorption from muscles combined with hemorrhage and the resulting anaemia as the chief causes of traumatic shock. It would appear, therefore, that in civil surgery the most important factors to be considered are the anesthetic, careful haemostasis, and the avoidance of the desiccation of the patient. Professor W. M. BAYLISS, F.R.S. (reply).
It seems to me that something more than arterial constriction, as suggested by Mr. Malcolm, is required to explain the phenomena of secondary shock. It is difficult to realize how the loss of fluid, caused presumably by the high blood-pressure, is sufficient to account for the large decrease in effective blood volume, especially in view of the fact referred to by General Wallace that the tissues are not particularly moist. Evidence has also been presented that the arterioles are still constricted even when the blood-pressure has fallen very low.
As regards the absence of marked cyanosis in shock, we must remember that a very small dilatation of the capillaries, if widely distributed, may. soak up a large volume of blood, and thereis always the possibility that the pale cases may have lost blood by external haemorrhage. I understand from General 'Wallace that the majority of cases of wound shock, seen by him, had lost blood, and were pale. The blue cases were exceptional, but may have lost blood. Two particular cases, which were blue, had not lost blood.
Captain Kenneth Walker'.s experience with a combination of blood and saline is important. It seems to show that the essential' thing is to keep up a good volume of fluid in the circulation. I am somewhat surprised that he did not find gum to serve this purpose. The advantage of intravenous injection of gum over forced fluid by the alimentary canal is the rapidity of its effect, sometimes a matter of importance. When the state of shock is due to capillary stasis, it has always seemed to me that the advantage of gum over saline is that it keeps up a good circulation until the capillary blood has been restored to the main body of the circulating flu.id. Saline leaves the
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With reference to the bad effects of deficient oxygen supply in anmsthesia, the question as to why they are so lasting is an interesting one. It was also the case in the experimental shock investigated by Cannon and myself.
There seems to be no doubt that the cases in Macedonia, referred to by Colonel Bond, were not treated sufficiently early. Transfusion of blood was not tried. It has frequently happened that the first dose of gum is insufficient in amount, and that a repetition effects the desired object. It is remarkable how large a quantity can be given without harm. It is also to be kept in mind that some samples of gum are ineffective,. for some unknown reason. I have not found this to be the case with that sold as " Turkey elect," which was used for the supply in France.
The cross-circulation experimentr suggested by Mr. Mummery, would be valuable. But the fact that shock is produced by muscle injury in cats when the nervous supply of the limb is cut off shows that there is something in addition to nervous reflexes.
